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It seems that I am the chronicler of SAFRI history. In addition, I am, of course, also the
chairperson of the executive committee of the Board of Directors. I am not always sure how
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transparent we are in our activities and I think that, with all its changes, it might be a good
idea to explain to you what has happened to SAFRI over the last few years.
In 2012 it came to Vanessa's attention that, because we received such a
significant amount of funding, we are actually by South Africa's tax law
required to be registered as a company. We therefore proceeded to
establish the SAFRI company, which was registered in March 2013. The
members of the executive committee of the SAFRI voluntary association at
that stage served as the founding directors. In the memorandum of incorporation of the company, it is required that the company has a Board of
Directors, consisting of 11 voting members, elected by the SAFRI active
membership, from the membership. These 11 voted members form the core
of the Board of Directors. In addition, there are three ex-officio directors:
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one FAIMER representative, the national chairperson of SAAHE and the
chairperson of the committee of Health Deans in South Africa.
Early this year Julia Blitz resigned as a director, and we had to go through
the process of electing a new director to replace her. At that stage there was only one nomination and Liz Wolvaardt became the most recent director of the Board.
From the members of the BoD, individuals are nominated and elected to serve on the
executive committee of the Board. There is a chairperson, deputy chairperson, secretary,
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treasurer and additional member to make up five voting members of the executive commit-
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tee. In addition, the two fellowship directors are ex-officio members of executive commit-
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tee and the executive committee is also mandated to co-opt as many individuals as required
to the executive committee to fulfil certain
responsibilities. These members however, do not

 Leaders in Nursing
 Busy SAFRI members—
publications, conferences & workshops
 A little birdie told me …

have voting rights.
Please note (this is very important) that this
committee is the executive committee OF the BoD and NOT a separate entity. It is almost
like a faculty board, with the dean and deputy deans forming the executive committee. At
the same time the dean is also the chairperson of the faculty board. The chairperson of the
executive committee is there, de facto, the chairperson of the BoD. This was put to the test
earlier this year. ..
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The backbone of SAFRI continued ...
by Juanita Bezuidenhout
You all know that Vanessa resigned as chairperson of the BoD (and therefore also as chairperson of the executive committee, as
this is one position). At that stage the question was raised whether the position of chairperson of the Board and chairperson of
the executive committee should be separated. This was discussed at great length by the BoD and was put to vote in August 2014.
With the exception of one abstention, all directors voted, and a two thirds majority concluded that the positions should not be
separated, but kept as one. To be fair, and to make sure that her decision was final, at this stage Vanessa was offered the
opportunity to withdraw her resignation and she declined this offered. We all celebrated her period of "reign" on the listserve
and in the newsletter; and will continue to celebrate her contributions, as she is still very actively involved.
This resulted in me being elected as the new chairperson of SAFRI in September 2014. I agreed to
accept the nomination, not because I had any aspirations to be the chairperson, but because I knew
and understood the functioning of SAFRI very well; as I was part of SAFRI from the beginning;
and was very involved in all the backroom stuff that very few people ever are aware of. I felt that I
would provide continuity and stability until the next election of a Board of Directors, which is due
to take over in March 2016. The latter half of 2015 will therefore see the election of at least a few
new directors. We decided from the beginning not to replace all the directors at once, to ensure

Juanita Bezuidenhout continuity and retention of institutional memory. Therefore, only some of the directors will step
down from their positions. I will definitely step down as chairperson, and will not be available for re-election as chair-person. I
am much more effective in the places where an INFP should be (in the background, doing the work, making plans and developing strategy). I might choose to step down as director, but have not yet decided on that one, so you all need to start thinking of
who you want as directors.
I hope this rambling rendition actually provided some clarity on where we stand at the moment. Anybody who has any
questions, please do not hesitate to ask them. Post them on the listserve so that we can have an open and inclusive conversation.
I want to emphasise this. We should have healthy debate in which all members can participate and we should advocate for an
ever-increasing inclusivity.

Curriculum Development
by Fasika Amdeslasie
Developing a Masters in Health professions Education curriculum is both a
challenge and a learning opportunity. The process has helped us go through
all the necessary steps of curriculum development; and was also a good
example of experiential learning.
There were two FAIMER fellows in the curriculum development workshop,
namely myself, Fasika Amdeslasi and Dr Tegbar Yigzaw. Being a FAIMER
fellow was an invaluable asset in the workshop; as we were able to apply all
our FAIMER knowledge and experience.
The best part of this curriculum development was that the learning needs of
students were identified and incorporated into the curriculum, by potential
students of the program—ourselves!

From left: Fasika Amdeslasie,
Alemseged Woretaw, Tegbar Yigzaw, Dr Solomon and Mr Eshetu.
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Leaders in Nursing Education
by Champion Nyoni
The annual Nursing Education Partnership Initiative (NEPI) Global Summit was held in
Johannesburg, South Africa, in January 2015. Country leaders in Nursing and Midwifery education
for NEPI-supported countries were among the delegates who presented their amazing works that
they are currently doing in Nursing and Midwifery education. Interestingly (or is it now a norm?),
there were three SAFRI fellows among the participants, who came to share their hard work in
nursing and midwifery in their individual countries. These were:
 Fikile Mtshali (2008 SAFRI Fellow) - who is the NEPI co-ordinator for South Africa and spoke
about the clinical teaching model in South Africa
 Sindi Mthembu (2010 SAFRI Fellow) - who discussed the new Bachelors programme being
offered at her nursing college and how they foresee change in the graduate

(From Left:) Fikili
Mtshali, Champion
in Lesotho and techniques being used to enhance sustainability of such transformations
Nyoni & Sindi
It was inspiring to meet kith and kin; and overall, the summit was a success. And personally, I just Mthembu at the
NEPI Global Summit
think that SAFRI gives you the edge!
 Champion Nyoni (SAFRI 2013) - who presented on the Midwifery curriculum transformations

Promotions and Appointments


Bernhard Gaede has been appointed as HOD in Family Medicine at UKZN.



Karien Mostert-Wentzel has been promoted to Senior Lecturer.



Fasika Amdeslasie has been awar ded the Cer tificate of Excellence at the Ethiopian Medical Association (EMA)
annual Conference. His SAFRI paper was awarded as the best Medical Scientific Paper of 2015.

Projects


Karien Mostert-Wentzel is developing a new interprofessional course about Health Systems and Health Legislation.



Karien Mostert-Wentzel, pr oject leader with member s fr om the five depar tments of the School of Health Car e
Sciences at the University of Pretoria, has been given a research grant for a research assistant for their project, titled:
“Promoting psychological and sexual health in adolescents using the Steppings Stones programmes as part of a Health
Promoting Schools project in Makapanstad, Moretele, North-West Province.”

Congratulations


Congratulations to Danelle Hess, who welcomed her little girl, Jorja, into the
world! Enjoy your bundle of blessings!

Beautiful baby,
Jorja Hess
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Publications


Mubuuke, AG. & Pope, E. Factor s that influence Radiogr apher s` Decisions to pur sue Postgr aduate Education: An
Exploratory Qualitative Study. Journal of Medical Imaging and Radiation Sciences (In Press Corrected Proof).



De Villiers, MR., Cilliers, FJ., Coetzee, F., Herman, N., van Heusden, M. & von Pressentin, K. (2014). Equipping family
physician trainees as teachers: a qualitative evaluation of a twelve-week module on teaching and learning. BMC Medical
Education, 14: 228.



Snyman, S., von Pressentin, KB. & Clarke, M. (2015). International classification of functioning, disability and health:
catalyst for interproffessional education and collaborative practice. Journal of Interprofesional Care, 23: 1-7.



Von Pressentin, KB. Co-author of chapter (on oral and poster presentations): South African Family Practice Manual;
3rd edition. Editors: Bob Mash, Julia Blitz. ISBN 9780627031236.



Archer, E., Van Heerden, BB., Kidd, M. & Bezuidenhout, J. (2014). Making use of an existing questionnaire to measure
patient-centred attitudes in undergraduate medical students: A case study. African Journal of Health Professions Education, 6(2):150-154.



Bezuidenhout , J., Van Schalkwyk, SC., Van Heerden BB & De Villiers, MR. (2014). Building a research agenda in
health Professions education at a Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences: Current research profile and future considerations. African Journal of Health Professions Education, 6(2):169-173.



Blitz, J., Bezuidenhout, J., Conradie, HH., De Villier s, MR. & Van Schalkwyk, SC. (2014). 'I felt colonised':
emerging clinical teachers on a new rural teaching platform. Rural and Remote Health, 14(2511):1-9.



Figueiró-Filho, EA., Bezuidenhout, J., Amaral, E., McKinley, D. & Tekian, A. (2014). Minimal supervision out-patient
clinical teaching. The Clinical Teacher, 11: 365-369.



Figueiró-Filho, EA., Amaral, E., McKinley, D., Bezuidenhout, J. & Tekian A. (2014). Clinical Teaching with minimal,
indirect supervision. Medical Education; 48:530.



Van Schalkwyk, SC., Bezuidenhout, J. & De Villiers, MR. Understanding rural clinical learning spaces: being and
becoming a doctor. Medical Teacher. (early online).



Maree, CM. & Wolvaardt, L. (2014). Perceived improvement of postgraduate students’ fundamental human virtues
through a research proposal refinement course. African Journal for Physical, Health Education, Recreation and Dance
(AJPHERD) Supplement 1:1 (October), 96-104.



Wolvaardt, L. (2014). Looking over the conceptual hor izon: a living-theory of practice. Educational Journal of
Living Theories (eJOLTS), 7(2): 54-73.



Unger, M., Keiller, L., Inglis-Jassiem, G. & Hanekom, SD. (2014) Teaching my peers: Perceptions of tutors in physiotherapy practical skills training. African Journal of Health Professions Education, 6(2), Suppl 1: 203-206.



Burch, VC. (2014). Does simulation-based training have a future in Africa? (Editorial). African Journal of Health
Professions Education, 6 (2): 117-118.



Burch, VC. (2014). Inter pr ofessional education - is it ‘chakalaka’ medicine? (Editorial). African Journal of Health
Professions Education, 6(1): 2.
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Publications continued ...


Burch, VC. (2014). Does simulation-based training have a future in Africa? (Editorial). African Journal of Health
Professions Education, 6 (2): 117-118.



Burch, VC. (2015 in pr ess). Mor e attention is now paid to assessment of clinical competence and on -the-job assessment. In International Handbook of Medical Education: What Works. Abdulrahman KB, Harden RM, Mennin S. Oxford:
Routledge.



Burch, V. & Hays, R. (2014). Module 2: Accr editation and Self-Review. Unit 3: Self-review in low-resource circumstances. FAIMER-Keele Master’s degree in Health Professions Education: Accreditation and Assessment. FAIMER
Centre for Distance Learning, CenMEDIC, London, UK.



Burch, V, Zachar iah, A., Anshu & J . Gr ant. (2015, in press). Module 6: Teaching and Lear ning in Medicine. Unit
6: Teaching Clinical Reasoning and Problem Solving. FAIMER-Keele Master’s degree in Health Professions Education:
Accreditation and Assessment. FAIMER Centre for Distance Learning, CenMEDIC, London, UK.

Please remember to send through your published work, so that we can
add it to our very own SAFRI Publishers'’ Database!

Distance Learning Programme
by Susan Nicol
The 2014 SAFRI Fellows are busy completing their last compulsory Theme 3 module on Student Assessment: Blueprinting.
Thereafter, they have one more elective Theme 3 module —of which they can choose: Assessment Overview; OSCE or
MCQ—to complete, before they finish their distance learning programme.
The new 2015 SAFRI fellows have just started their first distance learning module—Theme 4: Research Methods and Designs—on Writing a Research Question and Conducting a Literature Review.
We look forward to welcoming the new 2015 Fellows to the Distance Learning Programme at the contact session in March!

Challenge to SAFRI Fellows and Faculty!
Think back over your SAFRI experience and share with us how something that you learnt
from your distance learning modules, has opened doors to an even brighter future for you!
Please email your experience to snicol247@gmail.com, for inclusion in the upcoming
SAFRI newsletter!
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Conferences
 Ronel Maart pr esented “Dental student-patient communication” at the Congress of the
Association for Medical Education in Europe (AMEE) in Milan, September 2014.

 Everlyne Rotich & Liz Wolvaardt pr esented “Identification Of Health Needs Of
Mother-Baby Pairs In The First 6 Weeks After Birth: Perceptions Of Mothers From The
Moi Teaching And Referral Hospital, Kenya.” at the South African Association of Health
Educationalists (SAAHE) Conference in Cape Town, June 2014.

 C. Visser, L. Wolvaardt, D. Camer on & Mar incowitz presented a poster titled,

Ronel Maart presenting
at AMEE

“Quality of care provided at three NIM-ART facilities in the Greater Tzaneen municipal
area: an action research project.” at the Third global symposium on health systems research
in Cape Town, October 2014.

 K. Mostert-Wentzel, J. Frantz & AJ van Rooijen have had their abstr act, titled “The kaleidoscope curriculum framework for community and public health physiotherapy in South Africa”, selected for inclusion in a state of the art session (of
which there are only six in the programme) for a poster presentation at the World Confederation of Physical Therapy
(WCPT) Congress in Singapore, May 2015.

 VC. Burch, C. Naidu & S. Reid pr esented “A validated questionnaire to determine medical students perceptions of the
essential attributes of a socially accountable doctor” at AMEE, in Milan, September 2014.

 VC. Burch, CNT. Sikakana, G. Gunston, S. Whittle & D. Mur doch-Eaton presented “Have changes in secondary education affected the generic skills profile of South African medical school entrants?” at SAAHE, in Cape Town, June 2014.

 VC. Burch, G. Gunston, E. Badenhor st & CNT. Sikakana pr esented “Widening access to medical school and ensuring
success: a 22-year experience in South Africa.” at SAAHE, in Cape Town, June 2014.

 VC. Burch, CNT. Sikakana & G. Gunston pr esented “Generic learning skills in academically-at-risk medical students a development programme bridges the gap.” at the Centre for Innovation in Teaching and Learning Conference, University
of Cape Town, October 2014.

 S. Schalkwyk, J. Bezuidenhout, J. Blitz, H. Conradie, T. Fish, N. Kok, B. Van Heerden & M. De Villiers presented
“Evaluating Community-based education (CBE) – The Ukwanda Rural Clinical School: a longitudinal evaluative study.” at
The Global Forum on Innovation in Health Professions Education, Institute of Medicine, Washington DC, USA, May 2014.

 S. Schalkwyk, J. Bezuidenhout, H. Conradie, N. Kok, B. Van Heerden & M. De Villiers presented “Crossing boundaries:
The potential for innovative medical education models to challenge traditional assessment practices.” at the Ottawa
Conference, Ottawa, April 2014.

 E. Archer, BB. van Heerden, M. Kidd & J. Bezuidenhout presented “Making use of an existing tool to measure patientcenteredness in undergraduate medical students.” at AMEE, in Milan, September 2014.

 J. Bezuidenhout, S. van Schalkwyk & M. De Villier s M. pr esented “Students' Development of a Professional Identity in
Rural Learning Spaces.” at The Network: TUFH XXXI Educational Meeting: 2014 Annual Conference, in Fortaleza,
Brazil, November 2014.
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Conferences continued ...
 A. Louw, D. Mur doch-Eaton & J. Bezuidenhout presented “Developing learners – evaluating the impact of curricular
changes designed to enhance generic skills experience.” at the following conferences: AMEE, in Milan, September 2014;
the Academic Year day, FMHS, Stellenbosch University, August 2014; and at SAAHE, in Cape Town, June 2014.

 C. Tan, S. Van Schalkwyk, J. Bezuidenhout & F. Cilliers pr esented “Pictorial representation of assessments used at exit
level of a medical training programme: What does this tell us?” at the Ottawa Conference, in Ottawa, April 2014.

Workshops


Christina Tan, Liz Archer & Liz Wolvaardt pr esented a wor kshop, titled: The novice’s guide to contemplating PhDs”
at the SAAHE Conference in Cape Town, June 2014.



Vanessa Burch was the guest speaker on “Portfolios: learning and assessment” at the Medical Education Symposium at
the University of Kwa Zulu-Natal in Durban, June 2014.



Vanessa Burch attended a confer ence plenar y on “Can health professions education improve health in South Africa?” at
the Network Towards Unity For Health conference, in Fortaleza, Brazil, November 2014.



Vanessa Burch was involved with a wor kshop, titled: “SOCKS – launching education innovation on a good footing” at
the Centre for Innovation in Learning and Teaching (CILT) Conference, University of Cape Town, October 2014.



Vanessa Burch was invited to the Gr and Round on “How we learn to make a diagnosis” at the Department of Medicine,
University of Cape Town, October 2014.



Juanita Bezuidenhout was invited to a wor kshop at the Stellenbosch Univer sity, titled: “Project management for the
research team, short course: Leadership in Science & Turning the science group into a team”.



Juanita Bezuidenhout and Vanessa Burch wer e invited to a wor kshop at the Univer sity of the Fr ee State, titled:
“Clinical reasoning”.



Juanita Bezuidenhout and Ben van Heerden wer e invited to a wor kshop, titled: “Understanding yourself and others
(MBTI)”; as well as to “Change management” at the Sefako Makgatho Health Sciences University (previously Medunsa).



Juanita Bezuidenhout was invited to a wor kshop at the Univer sity of Pr etor ia titled: “Converging Teaching And
Research: From Identification to publication”.



Juanita Bezuidenhout was invited to a wor kshop at the Under gr aduate Education and Tr aining Committee of the
Medical and Dental Board, titled: “Redesigning the self-evaluation report for undergraduate medical degree accreditation.”



Juanita Bezuidenhout was the invited speaker to a panel discussion on “Health Professions Education in Africa – where
do we stand.”; and on “The place for Health Professions Education in the Current Strategic Thinking About Health Systems
Configuration.” at The Network: TUFH XXXI Educational Meeting: 2014 Annual Conference, in Fortaleza, Brazil,
November 2014.



Juanita Bezuidenhout was the invited speaker at the Univer sity of Campinas, Faculty of Medicine, Campinas, in
Brazil on “Clinical reasoning - why, when and how?” and also on “Reflections on being a Pathology Teacher.”



Juanita Bezuidenhout was a co-presenter, with Susan van Schalkwyk on “ME I Medical Education Research Technical
Working Group webcast: Getting published: the rules of the game”.
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A little birdie told me …
Anonymous


Klaus Von Pressentin visited a few facilities with
Dot Bransby in pr epar ation for the SAFRI



We always say that SAFRI will take you places and get

veterans. As always, Klaus optimized the learning

you to meet lots of people … well, here is Karien

opportunity and worked on his communication skills.

Mostert-Wentzel in deep discussion about medical

Here are his notes to be shared with the veterans:

education with lead singer, Kahn Morbee, from the
Parlotones.



T. Dr. Alan Barnard has opened
his practice as a Traditional Health
Practitioner. He has started selling
his herbal medication to staff at

 Juanita Bezuidenhout captur ed in

UCT as a pilot and sales are

her spare time since leaving

rocketing. Stock up before the

Stellenbosch University in

exam season!

November ...


Design the t-shirt and then write the Book!
Julia Blitz and Bob Mash fr om the Division
of Family Medicine and Primary Care at
Stellenbosch University have just edited the
3rd edition of the South African Family
Practice Manual.

 Jose Frantz has published her r ecipe on the
secret to happy marriages. Her data collection
lasted 26 yrs. The most significant finding has
been love. One key informant [her mother]
shared that it has been a blessing to others to have [them] as a couple over the past 26yrs.

REMINDER — YOUR SAFRI NEWS ITEMS!

SAFRI is proud to include news items received from Faculty and Fellows. Please keep your news items coming in, so they can
be include in our Newsletters.
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Contact Details

SAFRI
Dept. of Medicine
University of Cape Town
Anzio Rd
Observatory 7925
Phone: (021)534 8363
Fax: (021)413 0112
E-mail: dbransby@gmail.com
Website:: http://safri.faimerfri.org

In 2005 the FAIMER programme was expanded to developing countries by setting up regional institutes, 3 in India, 1 in Brazil and 1 in
South Africa, based on the USA model, but tailored to the unique local
needs of the host country/region.
The Southern Africa FAIMER Regional Institute (SAFRI) programme is presented by the SAFRI voluntary membership association in
Africa in cooperation with FAIMER. It aims to improve the quality
of health care of Southern African communities by improving health
professions education.
To date there are fellows from South Africa, Sudan, Zimbabwe, Nigeria, Uganda, Zambia, Madagascar, Botswana, Ethiopia, Rwanda and
Tanzania.

